
 
 

Adventure #6 

Last Session… 

The heroes entered the ruins of Thundertree in search of the human druid Reidoth.  Reidoth, it 

appears, is the only local person who knows the location of Cragmaw Castle and Wave Echo Cave, 

the two places that are involved with the Lost Mine of Phandelver, the missing dwarf Gundren 

Rockseeker, and something or someone named the Black Spider who is trying to kill anyone who 

knows about the mine.  There is something there called the Forge of Spells which must be very 

valuable and has been lost for centuries.  Apparently someone thinks it is worth killing for, and that 

agenda has included the PCs, and they don’t appreciate that.   

Their first forage into the ruins disturbed a glut of ash zombies, and after dispatching them from 

the roof, Elgweth caught sight of light and movement to the east; a shadow hopped down from a 

roof and vanished.  They call for Reidoth again, but there only answer is a deep rumbling growl that 

reverberates through the gently falling grey ash. 

 



 

 



 

 

They regroup and ransack a building for materials to make torches and hand one to Cora and Fyhta 

Wan.  They know that somewhere here lies an old Apothecary, and hidden under the northern 

floorboards is a magic item.  The prisoner they rescued from the Redbrands hideout told them as 

much; she was a child here when the volcano erupted 20 years ago and she has never been back.  

The first cottage where they made their stand must be the druid’s home; roots have grown from the 

earth in such a way that the doors seem deliberately blocked, and the pebbled glass windows are 

protected by iron bars.   

 

They slow maneuver through the dark streets toward where Elgweth saw the shadow move and 

make a stop at the first shattered building to investigate. The roof is mostly gone, a tree growing 

through it, and Elgweth tries to climb up for a higher vantage point.  He fails, making too much 

noise, and gaunt, withered hands suddenly grasp for him out of a shattered window! 

 



 

 

 

 



Elgweth smacks the hands away, and then the undead things tries crawling out of the window to 

attack, but the party makes short work of it, although a burst of noxious ash and fumes bursts 

from the thing when it is struck by weapons.  But this monster looks different than the other 

zombies; it had a long black tongue and black claws, and seemed more sentient and aggressive 

than the lumbering corpses.  

 

The brief combat must have attracted more attention because they hear more moans and rattling 

growls from the east, so they quickly make a stand and Elgweth leaps to the roof of another 

building for safety and unslings his bow. 

 

Sure enough, a small mob of dead things begins to shamble toward them out of the smoke and 

shadows, and the foremost black-nailed ghouls rush in fast. 

 

 

 



 

 

The ghouls, they quickly discover, are much nastier than the zombies, and Fyhta Wan is 

incapacitated by a burst of loathsome ash, followed by the paralytic claws of the ghouls.  Within two 

rounds he is dropped in their midst and the monsters converge around him, clawing and biting. 

 



 

 

Thoradin the dwarf cleric raises his holy symbol and banishes two of the undead, but the others are 

unaffected and press the attack.  Elgweth fires arrows from above, nearly skewering Cora with a 

missed shot, but she snags the arrow from midair and tries to use it as a makeshift weapon. Carp 

the warlock throws eldritch blasts at foes, and Cora drags Fyhta Wan from the melee before he’s 

torn to pieces.  Worse, the first time each foe is struck it belches forth a cloud of stinking, choking 

ash that further compounds the problem. 

 

Eventually the monsters are all cut down, their quivering limbs and jaws still moving, and the 

heroes wipe the ichor from their blades.  Fyhta Wan recovers from the paralysis but he is horribly 

wounded and needs some healing magic from the cleric before he can continue. 

 

They advance stealthily, Elgweth keeping to the shadows, and try to investigate the light he saw 

from a distance where a shadow moved; more ghouls they suspect.  This town seems to be infested 

with the nasty things. 

 

 



Elgweth spots more movement and light behind another pebbled window on the furthest side of 

town, so he sneaks to the window and listens.   

 

“How many are out there?” says a voice quietly. 

“I can’t tell.  Four or more.” 

“What do we do?” 

“We wait.  Make sure the doors are blocked.” 

Elgweth maneuvers to a back door to listen, indicating silently to his comrades that he has 

discovered more enemies.  Or…someone. Maybe not enemies, but they’re not helping them fight 

zombies, that’s all he knows, and he can’t imagine what they’re doing in this godsforsaken dead 

town.  

 

The others can’t exactly sneak up without being seen, they’re not even really aware of the presence 

of intelligent enemies, so Cora approaches the door and knocks.  There is a moment of silence, then 

shuffling and whispers, and a voice says, “Go away unless you want to die!” 

 

“We’re looking for someone named Reidoth,” she says.  “A human.  Do you know him?” 

 

More whispers.  Then, “How many are you?” 

 

This instigated a few very funny comments, including: “The first wave of many, each more powerful 

than the last, and we are by far the most merciful.”  

 

Eventually the door is opened a sliver and a human in a robe is seen.  He looks around 

suspiciously.  “We know of a Reidoth.  You two. Enter.  Quickly!  Quickly!” 

 

Before they know what’s happening, Cora and Fyghta Wan are ushered inside and the door is 

bolted again.  They’re in a very small room lit by dim lanterns, and it appears that a small group of 

men have been staying here.  There are kettles and a cooking pot, bedrolls and pillows, but more 

alarming, six robed human surround the halfing and fighter.   If they had to hazard a wild guess, 

they look like cultists.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Elgweth is still at the backdoor listening to everything, even as he suspects that the door is 

barricaded and he can’t easily enter. 

 

WELL, the main guy talking doesn’t seem too outwardly aggressive, but he IS secretive.  The others 

discuss their options quietly as Cora answers their questions.  Yes, they know a human druid 

named Reidoth. He has allied himself with a green dragon in the tower on the hill.  The men in the 

robes were here to do “business” with the dragon, but it did not go well and one of their members 

was devoured.  They have waited around to…renegotiate.  They say that Reidoth is insane and 

thinks the dragon is a friend, but the old man is probably more of a slave.  They don’t care what the 

party does with Reidoth, they just want to finish their business with the dragon and leave.  They 

suggest that if the heroes take a message to the dragon: “WE WILL AWAIT YOUR ANSWER BY 

MORNING,” then perhaps they can speak with Reidoth and get whatever information they need 

from him at the same time. 

 

The cultists are otherwise very tight-lipped about their particular business, but they allow Cora and 

Fyhta Wan to leave without harm, and bolt and lock the door behind them. 



 

Elgweth hears the following conversation:   

“What if the dragon kills them?” 

“It doesn’t matter.  We continue with the plan. We still have the eggs.” 

 

Cora and Fyhta Wan and Elgweth tells the others what happened and the cultist’s proposal.  Just 

go to the tower, introduce themselves and maybe Reidoth will speak with them.  Deliver the 

message and then leave.  It sounds easy enough (nothing ever is of course) but first they decide to 

return to Reidoth’s cottage and break in.  There’s a CHANCE they might find what they need there, 

the location of Cragmaw Castle and Wave Echo Cave, and then they can leave this shitty place and 

not bother with it  “And the dragon’s answer is:  Fuck you…and goodbye.”  

 

On the way back they find the Apothecary and a magic dagger hidden under the floorboards, and 

after resting for an hour in an old smithy, they continue to Reidoth’s cottage and break out a 

window. Elgweth uses mage hand through the iron bars to sift through the interior, but the first 

thing they notice is the large, hand-painted mural on the wall. 

 

Yeah, this Reidoth druid fellow has some dragon 

issues, and whether insane or just infatuated they 

don’t know.  They find lots and lots of books and 

scroll cases and even maps, and the party does 

have the very clever idea of searching through his 

stuff to find a marked map. 

 

I gave them a 50% chance and lower to find what 

they need and can leave Thundertree, the dragon 

and the cultists to their own devices. 

 

They rolled a 100%.  No dice.  They have to get the 

information out of the druid personally. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

They crawl up the wooded slope toward the tower, trying to make sure the cultists can’t observe 

their presence or progress, and they knock on the wide double doors of the tower. They hear that 

same, low, reverberating growl inside that must be the dragon, and then they hear a voice saying, 

“Hold on, hold on, I’m coming.” 

 

A dropbar is removed, chains clunk, and then an elderly, doddering old human with a long white 

beard opens the door.  “Who are you?  You’re not the others!” 

 

Well, no, they’re not.  The party explains that 

they’re looking for a man named Reidoth, and 

yes, they’ve found him, and if he knows the 

location of Cragmaw Castle and Wave Echo 

Cave, and yes he does, but he’s too busy to 

bothered with this, he has already problems.  

He and his “friend” do.  

 

The party offers to help him with the problem 

if he will PLEASE just tell them how to find 

Cragmaw Castle and Wave Echo Cave.  

Reidoth considers, tells them to wait there, 

and leaves to discuss with the dragon.  They 

hear the deep, draconic voice punctuated by 

Reidoth’s voice, and in a few minutes he 

returns. 

 

“YES!  Venomfang has agreed!  Those men in 

the village, they have taken her eggs when she 

last left the tower and threatened to destroy 

them if she does not conform to their wishes.   

Bring the eggs to us safely, and I’ll tell you everything you want to know.” 

 

Thoradin suspects, rightfully so, that the men are in the Cult of the Dragon, a well-known and not-

so-secretive brotherhood that tries to recruit dragons to join their ranks and eventual lichdom.  

Venomfang must have rejected their first offer, so they resorted to stealing her eggs as a bargaining 

chip.  

 

 



 

So the PCs find them themselves in an interesting situation:  so they ally with the cultists, or ally 

with the green dragon and the crazy old druid?  All they want is information, and what happens 

with these two factions is inconsequential to them, they just want to get out of here alive.   

 

And that’s where we stopped. 

 

 

 


